1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

The retina is a thin layer of neural and support cells lining the inside of the eye. Due to the aberrations of the eye's optics, it is difficult to image the fine details of the retina in a living subject. Adaptive optics (AO) allows the aberrations of the eye to be corrected, providing the potential to *in vivo* image the retina at cellular level \[[@r1]\]. To take advantage of the increased resolution afforded by AO, many AO systems for retinal imaging have been developed, including AO fundus cameras, AO Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope (SLO) systems and AO optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems \[[@r1]--[@r9]\]. Almost all systems used a wavefront sensor to measure wavefront aberrations of the eye and the system, and then corrected the wavefront errors with a deformable mirror (DM). There are two major approaches to quantifying how well these AO retinal imaging systems are correcting the wavefront aberrations. One common approach is to use a wavefront-based metric, typically the residual wavefront root-mean-square (RMS) error estimated from the wavefront sensor. RMS metrics have the advantage of being simple, but suffer from the disadvantage that they are susceptible to non-common path errors and biases. As a result, image-based metrics, either in terms of a point spread function (PSF) obtained separately from a special camera or an image quality metric is generally preferred. Nevertheless, the wavefront-based metrics provide an important reference for evaluating AO performance. According to the Maréchal criterion for Rayleigh diffraction-limited imaging, the RMS wavefront error at wavelength (*λ*) 840 nm should be kept below than *λ*/14 or 0.06 micron (µm) for Strehl ratio of 0.82, and to less than *λ*/21 or 0.04 µm for Strehl ratio of 0.92 \[[@r10]\]. Due to the limited correction capability of DMs and especially due to the dynamic nature of the eye's aberrations, existing AO systems for retinal imaging seldom reach these limits. For published single deformable mirror (DM) AO correction, the wavefront residual aberration in RMS was reported to be 0.07-0.08 µm at best for *in-vivo* human subjects \[[@r4],[@r5],[@r9]\], and generally it was around 0.1-0.2 µm. The best resolution was reported for an AOSLO system as being approximately 2.5 µm \[[@r11]\], although precise details vary with pupil size, wavelength and boundary conditions \[[@r12]\].

In addition to the difficulties of correcting optical aberrations in dynamics, such as the eye movements and tear film changes, human eyes pose additional challenges for wavefront correction in that many individuals have large amounts of low order wavefront errors (sphere and astigmatism), and therefore a high dynamic range for wavefront correction is needed. MEMS-based DMs and piezoelectric-based DMs have exquisite wavefront control but a limited dynamic range (around 2-6 µm of DM stroke or 4-12µm of wavefront correction). Thus it can be necessary to pre-correct subjects' low order refractive errors through a careful selection of trial lenses before AO imaging. A number of electromagnetic mirrors have larger strokes but often are limited in their corrections of high order aberrations. If different retinal locations are to be corrected either through changes in fixation or the use of different field angles \[[@r9],[@r13]\], the problem is compounded since aberrations can change significantly across the visual field \[[@r14]--[@r17]\].

For these reasons a number of researchers have been testing dual-DM AO, configured as "woofer-tweeter" (W-T) systems, where a large amplitude lower-actuator-count mirror provides low order correction and a small stroke high-actuator-count DM provides high order correction \[[@r18]--[@r23]\]. The application of dual DM AO corrections were first reported in wavefront turbulence correction in astronomy \[[@r24]--[@r30]\] and recently implemented in retinal imaging in vision science \[[@r18]--[@r20],[@r23]\]. Because the two DMs contribute to the same wavefront correction and are coupled to the same wavefront sensor (the S-H sensor) via their respective influence matrixes, they are not mathematically independent. The dual DM AO correction can be implemented either successively or simultaneously. According to slope measurement **S,** the problem of implementing simultaneous dual DM AO control is how to partition the wavefront aberration between the two DMs through reasonable actuator vectors **X** for the woofer DM and **Y** for the tweeter DM.

For successive correction, the woofer DM was first applied to correct the low order aberrations to its convergence, and then the tweeter DM was applied for the residual high-order aberrations \[[@r18]--[@r21]\]. For simultaneous correction, the first reported approach was to split the Zernike coefficients of the measured wavefront, and estimate the actuator commands of the two DMs independently from the split Zernike coefficients \[[@r24]\]. Approaches to W-T correction splitting in Fourier space has also been reported \[[@r30]\], where the DM commands are obtained using a Fourier reconstructor. Conan et al. proposed constructing a new set of influence functions from a given set \[[@r27]\], such as the tweeter, so that it is orthogonal to the woofer and a successful implementation was reported by Li et al. \[[@r23]\]. In 2008, we proposed the construction of a composite influence matrix for both DMs using a Lagrange-Multiplier (LM) method, and employing the damped least-squares (DLS) method to suppress the correlation between the two DMs \[[@r31]\]. This paper reports the full implementation and *in vivo* evaluation of dual DM AOSLO retinal imaging with the LM-based DLS control algorithm. While there are additional issues in improving wavefront control, including optimizing sensor estimates and improving control loops, this paper used identical processing steps except for the mirror control and thus provides direct comparisons and evaluations between the AO control algorithms.

2. Methods {#sec1-2}
==========

2.1. Implementation of dual DM AO in SLO {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------------

[Figure 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Indiana wide-field W-T dual DM AOSLO system sketches the system design of the wide-field SLO with the W-T dual DM AO developed at the Indiana University \[[@r13]\]. The woofer is a 52-actuator, 50-µm wavefront stroke Electromagnetic DM (Mirao) from Imagine Eyes \[[@r32]\], and the tweeter is a 140-actuator, 4-µm wavefront stroke DM from Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC) \[[@r33]\]. A Shack-Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor consists of a lenslet array and a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera \[[@r34],[@r35]\], providing wavefront measurements at about 15 Hz. The pitch of the lenslet at the pupil plane of the wavefront sensor was 0.3 mm and the focal length 7.6 mm. The wavefront sensing beacon (740 nm) and the imaging source (840 nm) are both derived from a supercontinuum laser (Fianium Inc.). The pupil of the eye is relayed to the pupil conjugates located at the fast and slow scanners, the woofer and tweeter DMs, and the lenslet array of the SH sensor. The SLO system has a programmable scanning area, with four typical sizes, 0.59° × 0.93° (Scan Size 1), 1.19° × 1.86° (Scan Size 2), 1.78° × 2.79° (Scan Size 3) and 2.38° × 3.72° (Scan Size 4). The wide-field imager and the large spherical mirrors allow the AOSLO imaging field to be placed by the experimenter within a 30 degree field of view.

2.2. AO control methods {#sec2-2}
-----------------------

In this approach an "imaginary" DM was established from two optically conjugated DMs which are coupled to the same SH wavefront sensor via their individual influence matrices. A composite influence matrix **C** was created by combining **A** and **B**, the influence matrices of the woofer and tweeter DMs, respectively. To suppress the correlations between two the DMs and obtain reasonable actuator solutions, the DLS solution was employed \[[@r36]--[@r38]\], which can be expressed as
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where **X** is the vector of actuator demands for the woofer DM, and **Y** for the tweeter DM. The Lagrange multiplier *β* was set to 1 in this system, and *λ*~1~ and *λ*~2~ are damping factors for the two DMs. To compare the performance of the dual DM AO to single DM AO, and the successive dual DM AO in the same system, we implemented the AO controls in the system described above. We compared the results with five experimental control conditions: (a) For simultaneous control we used the LM DLS algorithm described above ("LM DLS Dual DM" mode); (b) For classical single DM control we used either the Mirao DM alone ("Single Mirao" mode), or (c) the BMC DM alone ("Single BMC" mode); We also tested two successive controls, for which either (d) the Mirao DM was first used initially for correcting and then the BMC DM ("Mirao held+BMC" mode) or (e) the BMC DM was first used and then the Mirao DM ("BMC held+Mirao" mode).

2.3. Damping factor selection and wavefront aberration correction {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

As a measure of control matrix stability, the condition number for a normal control matrix is typically defined as the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue to the minimum eigenvalue. Ideally it would be 1 if all of the actuators had the same weighting factors, which would represent a very stable system. However, this is ideal and with continuous membrane AO systems the condition number typically deviates significantly from this ideality. When the condition number is large, there are large differences in the relative influence of actuators on the system control, with some having a large affect and others less or almost no influence. As a result, modes with small weights can require large motions, and small errors or noise can then generate large or erroneous wavefront deflections, and thereby resulting control instability.

For optimum control, the eigenvalues should have similar values. Damping is employed to leverage the wavefront correction among actuators with different weighting factors \[[@r36]\]. A very large damping factor improves the condition number of the control matrix but decreases wavefront correction efficiency because the correction steps would be small. On the other hand for a poorly-conditioned system, too small a damping factor would lead to poor stability due to its sensitivity to sensor noise. Thus, based on a grid search, we selected the median value of the eigenvalue spectrum of the control matrix as the damping factor. For our dual DM AOSLO configuration, the medians of the eigenvalues of normal influence matrices **A***^T^***A**, **B***^T^***B**, and **C***^T^***C** are close (*λ*~1~ = 3146, *λ*~2~ = 3690 and *λ*~3~ = 3339, respectively). There are two options for selecting the damping factors: We can either differentiate damping factors *λ*~1~ and *λ*~2~ for the Mirao DM and BMC DM, respectively (Option 1), or adopt the same damping factor *λ*~3~ for both DMs (Option 2). [Figure 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Eigenvalue spectrum conditioning for the normal control matrices Top panel: Eigenvalues of the Mirao DM. Bottom panel: Eigenvalues of the BMC DM. shows the eigenvalue spectrum of the control matrices with and without damping. Due to the correlation between the two DMs, the eigenvalue spectrum of the composite influence matrix (Black circle curve) is not the direct addition of the eigenvalue spectra of the two individual influence matrices (Green curves). After applying damping, the deviation of the spectrum was reduced, and the condition number improved from 134 to 12 both for applying the differentiated damping factors *λ*~1~ and *λ*~2,~ and for using a single damping factor *λ*~3~.

2.4. Analysis of imaging performance {#sec2-4}
------------------------------------

In this paper we analyze imaging performance using both wavefront metrics (RMS wavefront error) and image metrics. The RMS error was computed from S-H wavefront measurements and fitted using either Zernike modal estimation through 7th order or zonal wavefront integration. For image metrics we used three different computations. The first computation was simply the average intensity of a fixed paper target. The average image brightness is a metric of image quality for a confocal system, as long as the pinhole is not too large relative to the diffraction limited PSF size. This is because for a scanning confocal system the light source is first imaged onto the target as a point, and then the illuminated point of the target is imaged back through the system onto the confocal aperture. If the PSF size decreases due to the AO control, it becomes smaller relative to the pinhole size, and therefore more light will reach the detector. Thus, the brightness provides a comparative metric for wavefront control with the different algorithms. The second metric is to compare the spatial frequency power spectrum of the confocal image produced, which is more suitable for living eyes where the brightness can vary markedly between individuals and over retinal areas. In this paper we concentrated on imaging cone photoreceptors near the center of the human fovea since these cells provided "targets" that varied in feature size across the foveal region. The packing density of cone photoreceptors was between 100,000 and 324,000 cones/mm^2^ at the fovea \[[@r39]\]. To generate an estimate of the sampling array we computed the Fourier transform of the cone mosaic at different distances from the foveal center \[[@r40]\], which allowed us to estimate the resolving ability of the system, and thus to infer whether the system can resolve features at specific frequencies. In theory a confocal system has better resolution than a non-confocal imaging system. To take advantage of the increased resolution of a confocal system requires a small pinhole, and the advantage decreases as the pinhole size increases \[[@r41],[@r42]\]. Thus for the majority of our measurements we used a pinhole that was approximately twice the size of the theoretical Airy disc and compared our results to optical Rayleigh predictions for resolution and MTF of an ideal optical system. To test whether our control is able to perform at a level that allows improved lateral resolution we employed a third technique. In this technique we decreased the pinhole size to approximately ½ the diameter of the theoretical Airy disc and we imaged the central foveal cones in a subject with more than 200,000 cones/mm^2^. We then selected bright cones, superimposed the cones and performed a spatial average. If a cone were a true point source or much smaller than the PSF of the system, the image of the average foveal bright cones would be the PSF of the system. However, since they are not that small, the image represents a convolution of the "true" cone with the PSF of the system, which implies that the estimated spatial extent of the cones provides a conservative estimate of the PSF size.

2.5. Human subjects {#sec2-5}
-------------------

We performed retinal imaging in five healthy subjects (four males and one female). The subjects ranged in age from 26 to 42, and they had refractive errors between 0 and 6.5 diopters. Informed consent was obtained after a full explanation of the procedures and consequences of this study. All subjects had received a complete eye examination within a year. Pupils were dilated with 0.5% tropicamide during data collection. The research was conducted according to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and all protocols were approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board. For each imaging we adjusted the AO control pupil to match the size of the subject's dilated pupil, and thus the pupil size for calculations varies across subjects.

3. Results with an artificial eye {#sec1-3}
=================================

3.1. Comparison between single, successive and dual AO controls {#sec2-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We first tested the AOSLO control using an artificial eye composed of a 100-mm focal length lens with a Φ7.56-mm pupil, and a paper target (a dollar bill) on a movable slide. Example results for the dual DM control are presented in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Wavefront error reductions of (a) large and (b) small aberrations over a Φ7.56mm pupil. Wavefront RMS was reduced from 5 to 6 µm to less than 0.1 µm for a large defocus correction, or from 0.7 µm to around 0.025 µm for small aberrations correction which corresponds to a Strehl ratio of 0.97 for wavelength at 840 nm. This confirms that the wavefront control accuracy of the dual DM AOSLO for the model eye enables diffraction-limited imaging in the near infrared.

[Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Comparison of wavefront control between different AO modes. (a) Wavefront RMS comparison (Pupil Φ7.22 mm). (b) Averaged image intensity comparison. The LM DLS controller always provided the smallest wavefront RMS error and the brightest image. shows the results of AO performance of the simultaneous dual DM control (LM DLS) in comparison with the single DM AO and the successive dual DM AO using both the RMS wavefront error and the averaged image brightness as metrics. For all five control conditions the loop gain was set to 0.3, and the target position was adjusted for best focus so that the BMC DM would be least likely to saturate in the "Single BMC" mode. The remaining aberrations to correct were the AOSLO system aberrations due to uncompensated astigmatism, coma and the high-order aberrations of the model eye. The scanning size used was 1.19° × 1.86°, wavefront pupil size was Φ7.22 mm, and the sample size used for evaluating the averaged image intensity was 200 × 200 pixels^2^. In general there is an agreement between the RMS estimate of corrected wavefront and the image brightness but the two are not perfectly correlated. In all cases the simultaneous "LM DLS Dual DM" mode always provided the smallest wavefront RMS error and the brightest image.

In the data for [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"}, the BMC correction was the worst, primarily because the stroke was nearly saturated due to its limited 2-µm dynamic stroke of mirror deflection. Tests with smaller initial aberrations showed that the BMC wavefront correction accuracy can be small (\~0.04 µm). Due to the local response nature of the BMC DM (Influence function affects only a very small mirror area), saturations at some points or at the edges did not result in a major deterioration of the wavefront correction of the unsaturated area, so the overall imaging quality was still good. For the successive dual DM AO, the second DM is dominant in wavefront correction. Given different initial conditions, the performances of the successive AO modes can deviate significantly. In the "Mirao held + BMC" mode, where we "froze" the Mirao at its best correction and then switched to the BMC, the BMC DM was least likely to saturate, so it was usually found a little better than the other way around. This result is similar to those reported by Chen et al. \[[@r20]\]. It was worth mentioning that the "Single Mirao" AO mode drifted a bit more than the other modes. Overall the stability of the "LM DLS Dual DM" mode seemed higher and so we did an additional experiment to test the long term stability of this control.

3.2. Complementarity and stability test {#sec2-7}
---------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} implies that the LM DLS dual DM AO distributed the wavefront error to both DMs complementarily, yielding improved wavefront correction accuracy over that achieved by either DM alone or two DMs in successive use. To test this we performed the following experiments.

In the First Experiment, we tested the correction capability of dual DM AO with a noisy individual matrix. The influence matrix of Mirao DM was well-calibrated with a collimated LED beacon from infinity as the point light source, and the wavefront control accuracy of single Mirao DM was about 0.094 µm RMS. The influence matrix of BMC DM was also calibrated in the same manner but with deliberately added scattered light to degrade the centroiding accuracy of the SH spots. The AO control accuracy of the single BMC DM control in this instance was 3.2 µm in RMS due to the noisy influence matrix calibration. Then the two above calibrated influence matrices were combined with the LM DLS algorithm, and the resulting dual DM AO control provided an accuracy of 0.024µm in RMS with standard deviation of 0.005µm as shown in [Fig. 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Comparison of wavefront control accuracies of a single DM AO (Mirao, and BMC) with the LM DLS dual DM AO (Mirao + BMC): (a) "Well-calibrated" Mirao DM + "Badly-calibrated" BMC DM. (b) "Badly-calibrated" Mirao DM + "Badly-calibrated" BMC DM..

In the Second Experiment, the influence matrix of the Mirao DM was calibrated by using the 740-nm wavefront sensing beacon scattered from the model eye. Since the beacon light was reflected from the Mirao on its way to the target (a dollar bill) as the mirror actuators were sequentially poked, the beacon location moved slightly on the target, which introduced tilt errors in influence function. When the single Mirao control was then run, the final wavefront accuracy was 0.92 µm RMS. Next, the "bad" Mirao influence matrix and "bad" BMC influence matrix obtained in last experiment were combined with the LM DLS algorithm, and surprisingly the dual DM AO control was equally low (0.02 µm in RMS with standard deviation of 0.007 µm ([Fig. 5(b)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}) similar to the value obtained in the first experiment. In [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} each curve was obtained by averaging 10 sets of experimental data for each method with error bars indicating standard deviations. According to these two experiments, the LM DLS dual DM AO control succeeds in using the influence functions of the two DMs complementarily, and thus the DLS control is able to provide a robust control in the presence of errors of the influence matrices.

In panels (a)-(d), the images from top to bottom are the actuator stroke profiles of BMC and Mirao DMs, and the slope vector plot of the residual wavefront error for (a) 3-minutes, RMS = 0.02µm; (b)30-minutes, RMS = 0.022µm; (c) 60-minutes, RMS = 0.026µm; and (d) 90-minutes, RMS = 0.027µm. We can see that the DM correction gradually saturates over time. Panel (e) shows the wavefront RMS errors recorded in 1.5 hours.

Although correlations between the two DMs were suppressed by the damping method employed, they were not eliminated, and thus over time the two mirrors can start to oppose each other and drift from their neutral profiles. As a result the two DMs could become saturated over time, even if a high accuracy wavefront correction was still maintained. To test this we performed AO correction established in the Second Experiment on the model eye for 90 minutes at a correction rate of 15 Hz. [Figures 6 (a)-(d)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Stability performance of the LM DLS dual DM AO system show the gray scale plots of relative mirror displacement for the two mirrors and the local slope plots for the corrected wavefront at 3 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes and 90 minutes. As predicted, the two mirrors gradually drifted from their neutral positions; however, as shown in [Fig. 6 (e)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} the wavefront control accuracy was kept at about 0.025 µm in RMS although by the end of 90 minutes the control variance increased.

4. Retinal imaging {#sec1-4}
==================

Since the LM DLS dual DM AOSLO was developed in 2009, we have performed retinal imaging with many subjects. In this section we report the results of systematic measurements in five healthy subjects obtained in 2010.

4.1. Retinal imaging comparisons with dual DM AO {#sec2-8}
------------------------------------------------

Both the successive dual DM control and simultaneous dual DM AO control produced good quality images from living subjects. [Figures 7(a)-(b)](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Retinal images obtained with (a) successive dual DM AO and (b) simultaneous LM DLS dual DM AO. (c) Wavefront error reduction with the DLS AO routine correction (Pupil size Ф6.48mm) compare the routine images of the two AO modes near the fovea for Subject S3 who had a Ф6.48-mm pupil. Both pictures were 300 × 300 pixels single-frame retinal images of the same parafoveal location. They were taken with exactly the same conditions, such as the same scan size (1.78° × 2.79°) and the same focusing layer, except that the AO control was switched from the successive "Mirao held + BMC" dual DM mode to the simultaneous LM DLS dual DM mode. We can see that the image of simultaneous dual DM AO ([Fig. 7(b)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}) has higher image contrast, higher image intensity and sharper image structure details. As shown in [Fig. 7(c)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}, after the LM DLS AO converged wavefront error of human eyes can generally be corrected to the RMS value of about 0.05 µm in real time (standard deviation: 0.01 µm). Despite the relatively small pupil for this subject, the retinal photoreceptors could be resolved close to the fovea using the simultaneous approach.

In [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Comparison of noise (no eye in system), foveal images with and without AO. The image inserts are each 256 × 256 pixels, and the AO-Off image display has been scaled in intensity by 2 × relative to the AO-On image. The right panel is the Fourier spectral power plot for each of the image conditions. The vertical black line represents the ideal MTF cutoff frequency of this system, and the green dot-dash lines were added for showing the trends of the power spectral curves. we also characterize system performance by comparing the images obtained with no subject to estimate system noise, and the images of retina of Subject S1 with and without AO corrections. The power spectra of the images are shown, where the Fourier power at each frequency is summed over orientation. For this subject at this location the highest resolvable spatial frequency of the image was about 0.25 cycles/µm without AO, and it was increased to close to 0.40 cycles/µm with AO on. According to the Raleigh criteria, the minimum resolvable size for a Φ6.84-mm pupil at the wavelength of 840 nm is 2.5 µm (0.40 cycle/µm in spatial frequency) for a modified Gullstrand schematic eye \[[@r43]\], so the AO image in [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} is close to the Raleigh diffraction limit, but it is still below the MTF cutoff frequency (0.49 cycle/µm). Noise levels for the three conditions differ due to their very different image intensities under the three conditions.

4.2. Foveal retinal imaging {#sec2-9}
---------------------------

Parafoveal retinal imaging has been reported by many authors \[[@r2],[@r8],[@r9],[@r13],[@r19]\]. Our DLS-based dual DM AOSLO system can resolve the cone photoreceptors in parafoveal as well as in foveal regions. [Figure 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9Foveal cone photoreceptor images. (a)-(b) are the foveal images of S1 and S2 obtained both with Scan Size 2 (1.19° × 1.86°). (c) is foveal image of S2 obtained with Scan size 1(0.59° × 0.93°), which was the same region as shown in yellow square window in (b). All images were trimmed to maintain pixels as square. presents images near the foveal center for two subjects (S1 and S2) obtained using two scan sizes that sampled at 0.67µm/pixels ([Figs. 9(a)-(b)](#g009){ref-type="fig"}) and 0.33 µm/pixels ([Fig. 9 (c)](#g009){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 9 (c)](#g009){ref-type="fig"} was the same region analyzed as the yellow window in [Fig. 9 (b)](#g009){ref-type="fig"} except that its scan size was smaller. We can see that the foveal cone photoreceptors were resolvable.

5. Evaluation of the retinal imaging quality {#sec1-5}
============================================

5.1. Fourier analysis of retinal images {#sec2-10}
---------------------------------------

The power spectrum describes the amplitude of the spectral power in the images that is distributed across spatial frequency, where the spectral power is computed by radially integrating the Fourier spectrum for each spatial frequency. For cone images, a local peak at a specific spatial frequency *ξ*~0~ in the power spectrum represents the fundamental sampling frequency of the retina. Stated differently, the 1/*ξ*~0~ size of cone spacing can be resolved in the retinal images. The adequacy of the power spectral analysis was confirmed by counting the cone densities within the sample windows. Given the hexagonal packing feature of the human cone photoreceptor, the neighboring cone spacing can be estimated by $1075/\sqrt{N}$(µm), where the cone density *N* is in cones/mm^2^. The diffraction-limited MTF for the measured pupil sizes allows an estimate of the expected contrast attenuation with spatial frequency independent of the specific resolution criterion chosen, and it can be plotted using the formula \[[@r44]\]
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where *ξ~cutoff~* is the system cutoff frequency. The Nyquist sampling limit of our system for Scan sizes 1-3 are 0.5 cycle/µm, 0.75 cycle/µm and 1.5 cycle/µm, respectively.

[Figures 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 10Left: Image of Subject S4. Right: Power spectrum of the two windows indicated on the left. Curves are the total power at a given frequency over all orientations. For reference the diffraction-limited MTF of a system with the same numerical aperture is shown in green curve and the vertical black line shows Rayleigh diffraction limit, which is 0.42 cycle/µm in this figure for pupil size of Φ7.2 mm.-[13](#g013){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 13Similar to [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"}, but for subject S2 and with a smaller scan size. The Raleigh diffraction limit is 0.44 cycle/µm for subject pupil size of Φ 7.6 mm. compare images and their spectral analysis for four subjects in parafoveal and foveal regions. The local peaks of the power spectrum represent the dominant cone spacing within the sampling windows. In Window \#1 of [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} (0.84° eccentricity) the dominant cone spacing was approximately 3.85 µm (0.26 cycle/µm) and in Window \#2 (0.39° of eccentricity) spacing decreases to about 3.2 µm (0.31cycle/µm). The cone density determined by counting the data of [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} were 78399 cones/mm^2^ and 103200 cones/mm^2^ for Windows \#1 and \#2 respectively and the corresponding spacings were 3.84µm and 3.34µm, in reasonable agreement with the power spectral analysis.

[Figure 11](#g011){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 11Power spectrum of foveal retinal image of Subject S1. Details are as described in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"}. shows data from Subject S1 and the analysis for two windows. The peaks in the spatial power curves are at 0.28 cycle/µm and 0.4 cycle/µm for Windows \#1-2, respectively. This gives dominant cone spacings of 2.5µm and 3.57µm accordingly. For comparison, the measured cone packing densities of Windows \#1-2 were 106510 cones/mm^2^ and 180470 cones/mm^2^, respectively, from which the corresponding cone spacings were estimated as 3.29µm and 2.53µm. Given that the Raleigh diffraction limit for imaging pupil of Φ6.84 mm is 0.4 cycles/µm, we are resolving at least to the Rayleigh limit and a bit better.

[Figure 12](#g012){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 12Similar to [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"}, but for Subject S5 (pupil size Ф 6.5 mm). is the foveal data from Subject S5. The spectral peak was at 0.29 cycle/µm (cone spacing 3.4 µm) within Window \#1. Window \#2 selected at the location with the highest cone density has a peak at about 0.38 cycle/µm (2.6 µm cone spacing), which was the Rayleigh diffraction limit for Subject S5 with the pupil size of Ф6.48 mm. This peak extended out toward 0.46 cycle/µm (2.17 µm cone spacing), which was the MTF cutoff frequency.

For the data in [Fig. 13](#g013){ref-type="fig"}, we used the smallest field size, moving the Nyquist limit out to 1.5 cycles/µm. For Window \#1 located at 0.66° of eccentricity, the dominant cone spacing was about 3.3µm (0.3 cycle/µm), while for Window \#2 near the foveal center (0.22° of eccentricity), the power spectrum had a wide power peak located at 0.35\~0.4 cycle/µm, which corresponded to cone spacing of 2.9µm\~2.5µm. This peak extended out to the Raleigh diffraction limit at 0.44 cycle/µm (or 2.27µm cone spacing). For the peak of the power spectral plot at 0.39cycle/µm, the cone spacing was 2.56 µm.

5.2. Estimating system PSF from small size of features {#sec2-11}
------------------------------------------------------

Another measure of image quality is to estimate the system PSF. Because the retinal image represents the convolution of the imaging system PSF with the object, if we choose very small objects (ideally smaller than the diffraction limit), then the measured size would be the PSF of the system. Foveal cones make a reasonable target for such an analysis since there are occasionally very bright cones giving high contrasts, and in some subjects they are at or near the resolution limit for near infrared imaging. To test if the system could deliver on the expected confocal resolution advantage by using a small pinhole, we changed the detection pinhole to be approximately ½ the diameter of the Airy disc. For the sampled image at 0.33 µm/pixel scan scale, we then selected 15 bright cones in each of the three windows shown in [Fig. 14(a)](#g014){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 14(a) Cone photoreceptor images of Subject S2 with Φ25 µm confocal pinhole and (b) their averaged intensity profiles. These are the image brightness cross-section profiles of cones at three distances from the fovea, which are the estimated PSFs for a Φ7.56 mm pupil as the sample window is moved from about 120 µm eccentricity (red box and curve) to the foveal center (blue box and curve)., and the average radial intensity profiles for these three windows are shown in [Fig. 14(b)](#g014){ref-type="fig"}. The half width at half height was estimated as approximately 1.4 µm at 0.5 degrees, and asymptoted to a value of approximately 1 µm at the foveal center. The estimated radii of the average cone profiles were 3.3 µm, 2.3 µm and 2 µm, respectively. Although these estimates were influenced more than the half-width estimates by brightness of nearby cones (represented by the flanking curves in the cross-sections), the data support the conservative conclusion that under these conditions we were reaching a resolution of 0.5 cycles/µm.

6. Discussion and conclusion {#sec1-6}
============================

Previous studies found that the successive dual DM AO was better than a single DM AO \[[@r18]--[@r21]\]. In the present paper we have shown that a simultaneous implementation of a W-T AO system can outperform either single DM alone, or either type of successively optimized W-T AO. Besides its high wavefront control accuracy the LM-based DLS controller has a number of additional advantages that are less readily quantified. Because it can efficiently partition the errors to the two DMs we were able to use a relatively low-stroke MEMS DM together with the higher stroke lower actuator-count electromagnetic DM to image almost any subject we tested. In other work we have tested individuals ranging in refractive error from −8.5 diopter myopes to 2.5 diopter hyperopes with no additional trial lenses. We typically do pre-distort the Mirao DM to match the expected wavefront, and this simply ensures that the SH sensor is within its working range at the start of a session. The robustness of performance greatly speeds up imaging sessions.

There are two central problems for analyzing the performance of a new imaging algorithm designed for use with *in vivo* retinal imaging. The first is simply choosing a metric for evaluating performance, and the second is its overall utility. It is clear that in recent years almost all AOSLO imaging systems are achieving very good imaging, including the central foveal cones \[[@r11]\]. However, to measure the improvements is therefore getting harder. In a conventional wide-field microscope with incoherent light, the image resolution of a perfect optical system is governed by the system MTF, and typically an estimate of resolution has been the Rayleigh criterion although the exact criteria used is somewhat arbitrary \[[@r11]\]. In a system with a high Strehl ratio and low noise it is reasonable to expect it to be able to perform better than the Rayleigh criterion. In confocal microscopy while the practical resolution will still depend on the signal to noise level \[[@r45]\], the confocal resolution can be as high as *r~confocal~* = 0.88*λf/D* \[[@r46]\], although this requires very small confocal pinholes and a matched single mode laser. [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1Comparison between Rayleigh diffraction limit, confocal limit and the resolution achieved with human eyes*^a^* Subjects UnitS2S4S1S3/S5Pupil size (*D*)mm7.567.226.846.48Rayleigh resolution *r~Rayleigh~* = 1.22*λf/D*µm2.262.382.52.63cycle/ µm0.440.420.40.38Confocal resolution *r~confocal~* = 0.88*λf/D*µm1.631.711.801.90cycle/µm0.610.590.550.53Estimation of resolution achieved with human eyeµm2\<2.5\<2.5\<2.5cycle/µm\>0.5\>0.42\>0.4\>0.4          *^a^*The resolution we achieved with human eye is about at the Rayleigh diffraction limit, but it is still lower than the confocal diffraction limit. In these imaging, *λ* = 0.84µm, *f* = 16.684mm and the confocal pinhole size is Φ100 µm. shows the comparison of resolutions of the subjects imaged in the current study. Except for the final experiment all the confocal pinhole size we used was 100 µm, which was about twice the size of the Airy disc of our system with a pupil of Φ 6.5mm, our AOSLO imaging therefore did not take full advantage of the superior lateral resolution capabilities of the confocal configuration \[[@r47]\]. Nevertheless, in at least three of the subjects we were able to do better than the Rayleigh criterion, but we did not achieve the full confocal diffraction limited resolution, and thus the AO correction accuracy still needs to be improved for the diffraction-limited retinal imaging defined by Strehl ratio of 0.92 (*λ*/21) \[[@r48]\]. The second issue is related to stability and robustness of the system. Here it is difficult to quantify the performance. However experiments with model eyes showed that the system was able to produce near diffraction-limited performance for more than an hour. In human subjects we are able to quickly re-establish high quality images following blinks or eye movements, and the system has produced the results reported in subjects even requiring −6.5 diopters of correction.
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